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YEAR SESSION NUMBER OF PAPERS

2002
Mobile embodies agents 9 papers
Robot architectures 4 papers

2003 Robotics 4 papers

2005
Robotics 5 papers
Robotics posters 3 papers

2006 Robotics 10 papers

2008
Multi-robotics full 8 papers
Multi-robotics short 11 papers

2009 Multi-robotics 6 papers

2010
Robotics I 6 papers
Robotics II 6 papers

2011
Robotics 5 papers
Robotics and learning 4 papers

TABLE I

ROBOTICS PAPERS AT AAMAS

and so on. To the best of our knowledge, no other work

has provided such an extensive survey over experimental

activities in autonomous robotics. Our aim is not to present

new methodologies, but to critically discuss some emerging

trends that could help shed some light on the future of

experiments in this field.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section

introduces the methodology we have used to select and

analyze the papers we surveyed. Section III reports on the

results of the analysis, while Section IV discusses these

results in the light of the experimental principles listed above.

Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the methodology and the criteria

we adopted in the process of selecting and analyzing the

papers.

From the whole span of AAMAS conferences, from 2002

to 2011, we have considered all the papers that have been

classified into robotics-related sessions. In this way, we

avoided any arbitrary decisions in the selection of the papers.

The titles of the sessions and the corresponding number

of papers are reported in Table I. In 2004 and 2007 no

specific sessions on robotics are included in the proceedings.

We ignored a 2007 session titled “Embodied agents and

architectures”, because it contains mostly papers related to

synthetic and emotional agents. Overall, 81 papers have

been analyzed. We explicitly note that these papers can be

univocally identified in the AAMAS proceedings starting

from the information contained in Table I.

A preliminary analysis of posters and short papers showed

that there is no significant difference in the quality of the

reported experimental activities with respect to full papers,

although the number of experiments presented is obviously

limited due to space constraints. Thus, as we are interested

in analyzing the quality and not the quantity of experiments,

posters and short papers have been included in our survey.

Table II shows a classification of the 81 papers with respect

to some of the keywords listed in the AAMAS2012 call for

papers.

The 81 papers we considered usually present techniques

and methods that are applied to specific applications and

TOPIC NUMBER OF PAPERS

Integrated perception, cognition,
12 papers

and action
Machine learning for robotics 8 papers
Mapping 6 papers
Robot planning 26 paper
Robot teams, multi-robot systems 4 papers
Robot coordination 17 papers
Robotic agent languages and

7 papers
middleware for robot systems
E-learning 1 paper

TABLE II

TOPICS OF ROBOTICS PAPERS AT AAMAS

problem settings, as shown in Table III. Beyond generic

navigation tasks that are fundamental for autonomous mobile

robots, recurring applications include robotic soccer, surveil-

lance and security (e.g., target recognition and tracking in

military settings), and group behaviors like flocking. Other

applications, aggregated in the final row of Table III, include

damage detection, self-assembling, and visitor companion

(and e-learning). Note that two papers of 2005 and 2008,

respectively, address two applications each.

We have considered a number of issues on how ex-

perimental activities are conducted to assess the properties

of the proposed autonomous robotic systems. These issues

are general enough to be applied to the wide range of

topics the surveyed papers deal with. The list below is not

definitive nor exhaustive, but it reflects our understanding

of the issues characterizing experimental activities at the

intersection between robotics and autonomous agents.

Experiments. Does the paper present any experimental

activity? By experiments we mean activities that require the

implementation and the run of a computing system. In this

sense, simple illustrative examples that are “drawn on paper”

are not considered experiments for the purposes of this work.

Moreover, we considered only what is reported in the paper:

a paper does not qualify as a work that presents experiments

if the only experimental activities discussed are illustrated in

another work or are only claimed without explicit results.

Simulation or real robots. Among the papers describing

experiments according to the above-mentioned criterion,

we distinguish between simulations and activities with real

robots. We further make a distinction between standard and

custom platforms, that is, commercial and publicly available

platforms, and the ones that are usually not made available

outside the lab that developed them, respectively.

Data/code availability. Does the paper make data and

code regarding the presented experiments available (e.g.,

downloadable from a website)?

Comparison. By comparison with other systems, we mean

whether the proposed system is experimentally compared

with others that perform the same function. We further dis-

tinguish between systems compared with variants developed

by the same authors or with baseline systems, and systems

compared with alternatives developed by other authors. An

example of the former case is a learning system evaluated

with or without a deadline for learning, while the latter case
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